Traditionally, tests of auditory working memory (WM) such as those that measure span for digits, letters or words-often involve remembering sequences of items ([@R40]). In these measures, performance is assessed in a categorical, binary fashion: On any given trial, an item is either remembered or not. The same also applies to change detection paradigms, which have been widely used to assess auditory WM ([@R9]; [@R18]; [@R21]; [@R37]). On the basis of such measures, it has been suggested that auditory WM capacity is highly limited. Previous research suggested that the capacity limit of auditory WM is fixed and equal to two, or even fewer items ([@R14]; [@R35]), compared to three-four items for visual WM ([@R22]).

Although categorical change detection tasks can be used to assess WM in more informative ways than simply estimating fixed capacity limits ([@R4]; [@R33]; [@R42]), the problem with this approach to measuring WM is that detecting a change does not imply perfect recollection of an item; nor does detection failure necessarily mean total absence of memory. Instead of using a binary measure (recall/no recall), here we employ as our memory index a response method which operates in analogue fashion, over a continuous scale. By measuring the variability of recall around the true stimulus value, and using tone sequences of variable length, this technique allows us to estimate the precision of WM under different memory loads.

A similar approach for visual WM has revealed that the resolution with which items are represented is not fixed but changes with memory load and the fidelity with which each stored item is represented is not fixed, but can in fact vary, depending upon task demands (Anderson et al., 2011; [@R4]; [@R3]; [@R13]; [@R42]). For example, if an item is pre-cued such that it is more likely to be probed, it is recalled with greater precision but with a cost in memory for other, uncued items ([@R4]; [@R15]).

These findings have led some authors to propose that although WM is indeed highly limited, it is not fixed in capacity to holding a set number of items ([@R4]; [@R3]; [@R13]; [@R42]). Instead, WM is better considered to be a resource that can be dynamically allocated to prioritized items ([@R4]; [@R15]). This conception of WM has recently been shown to account for sequential as well as simultaneously presented visual stimuli, with the drop in precision with increasing memory load captured well by a power function ([@R15]; [@R45]). But it remains unclear whether this new perspective on WM can generalize and be extended to domains other than vision.

Here we ask whether the resource framework applies also to auditory working memory for sequences of pure tones. Surprisingly, although there have been several studies of pitch WM ([@R5]; [@R6]; [@R9], [@R10], [@R11], [@R12]; [@R16]; [@R17]; [@R18]; [@R20]; [@R21]; [@R23]; [@R28]; [@R30]; [@R31], [@R32]; [@R34]; [@R36]; [@R37]; [@R41]; [@R43]), no previous investigation has used a pitch-matching task to test for the precision of recall as a function of memory load.

In the present study, participants listened to sequences of pure tones and were probed on their memory of one of the tones (indicated by its serial order position in the sequence). Importantly, their response was continuous rather than binary: They adjusted a tone to match its pitch as closely as possible to their memory of the probed tone. The precision of WM for pitch at each sequential position was calculated as the inverse of the standard deviation of response error. This pitch-matching paradigm provides a measure of the variability of a memory representation around its true value.

We examined how WM precision varies with memory load (number of tones in the sequence) and investigated sources of error in listeners' responses using a probabilistic model that has been applied to visual WM ([@R3]; [@R13]; [@R15]; [@R44]; [@R45]). We then examined whether WM resources can be flexibly allocated to a prioritized tone by cuing its task relevance, just as for visual stimuli ([@R4]; [@R15]). Our results show that measuring precision as an index provides new insights on how pitch information is represented in auditory WM.

METHODS {#s2}
=======

Participants {#s3}
------------

26 listeners with normal hearing and no musical training (16 female, mean age: 23.5 years, age range: 18--31) participated in this study after providing written informed consent to procedures approved by the local ethics committee. 11 volunteers took part in Experiment 1 and 15 took part in Experiment 2.

Stimuli and apparatus {#s4}
---------------------

Stimuli consisted of pure tones, logarithmically sampled at random from a range of 500--1000Hz. Auditory stimuli were created at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz in Matlab 6.5 (Mathworks Inc.) and presented using Cogent (<http://www.vislab.ucl.ac.uk>). Sounds were delivered binaurally through headphones (Sennheiser HD 380 pro) in a soundproof testing room. The stimulus duration was 500ms with an ISI of 500ms. The beginning and end of each trial were indicated by text appearing onscreen. There was a minimum separation of two semitones between any two tones of the sequence. The probe tone was randomly selected from the same 500--1000Hz range, and participants could make a response in the range of 250--2000Hz by adjusting a dial (PowerMate, Griffin Technology).

Design and procedure {#s5}
--------------------

### Experiment 1: Precision of pitch memory {#s6}

On each trial, subjects listened to a sequence of variable length: One, two or four tones ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). At the end of each sequence recall of one of the tones was probed, indicated by a number on the screen, e.g., 2 for second tone. A randomly selected probe tone was then played, whose pitch had to be adjusted to match the tone probed, using the dial. Subjects were required to perform the matching task within a maximum response window of 20s. Each subject completed six blocks of 48 trials each with equal number of trials for each memory load.

### Experiment 2: Effects of cueing on precision {#s7}

To examine how WM precision varies when a tone in a sequence is made more task relevant, we used a variant of the previous experiment ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). On each trial, before each sequence of three tones, a visual cue (presented for 2s) indicated the serial order position of the tone most likely to be probed. On 75% of trials, the cue was a number (62.5% *valid*, in which the cued tone was probed; 12.5%) *invalid*, in which one of the two uncued tones was probed). On 25% of trials, listeners saw a neutral cue ("\#" sign) which indicated that all tones in the sequence were equally likely to be probed. All conditions were randomly interleaved and each subject completed six blocks of 48 trials.

DATA ANALYSIS {#s8}
=============

The deviation between the target tone frequency and the response made by the subject was calculated to obtain a measure of response error (*∊*, in semitones) on each trial as follows,

where *f~m~* is the measured or matched frequency (i.e., response given by the subject) and *f~a~* is the actual frequency.

Precision was calculated as the reciprocal of the standard deviation of response error (*P* = 1/σ), just as in visual experiments (e.g., [@R15]). The precision was calculated separately for each subject, memory load, serial position (Experiment 1) and experimental condition (Experiment 2).

In order to describe the relation between precision, P, and number of items to be encoded, N, a power law of the form *P* ∝ *N^K^*, where *K* is a power law exponent, was fitted using maximum likelihood estimation. Each subject listened to varying numbers of tones in a sequence (memory loads) and each tone appeared at a different serial position (e.g., memory load 1 has serial position 1 and memory load 2 has serial positions 1 and 2 etc.). We fitted unadjusted and adjusted multilevel models to account for the fact that we had repeated measurements from individuals at different positions using different memory loads ([@R19]). Tests were performed in Stata 11.2 software (StataCorp LP, College Station, Texas) and all *p*-values \< .05 were considered significant, using 2-tailed tests.

![Experimental paradigm.\
*Notes*: (A) **Sample sequence for Experiment 1:** Subjects were presented with a sequence of tones (e.g., tone 1: 550Hz, tone 2: 710Hz,..., Last tone: 670Hz). The sequences comprised of one, two or four tones. After the test tone sequence, a number appeared on the screen, indicating the target. A randomly-chosen probe stimulus (e.g., 520Hz) was then played, which had to be adjusted to match the pitch of the target (here: Second tone with frequency of 710Hz). (B) **Sample sequence for Experiment 2:** Subjects were presented with a cue in the form of a number appearing on the screen, indicating which tone to prioritize. The test tone sequence was then played, consisting of three tones. Subsequently, a number appeared on the screen, indicating the target. A randomly-chosen probe stimulus was then played, which had to be adjusted to match the pitch of the target (here: Second tone).](pcns4_12_f1){#F1}

RESULTS {#s9}
=======

Effects of memory load on pitch-matching {#s10}
----------------------------------------

The precision with which listeners performed the pitch-matching was assessed for different sequence lengths (memory loads; [Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and all serial positions within each sequence ([Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). As the distribution of precision values across the group was positively skewed, a log transform was applied to precision values, which was then subjected to multilevel modeling ([@R19]). The results for the unadjusted analysis show that log-precision declined significantly with memory load (global *p* \< .0001). The mean WM precision was 43% lower for two items compared to a single item (95% CI: 63%) to 23%). Thus there was a significant drop in precision even when the number of items to be maintained in WM was increased from one to two, i.e., below the capacity limit of two items assumed previously for auditory stimuli ([@R14]; [@R35]). Precision was 73% lower for four items compared to one item (95% CI: 91% to 54%), demonstrating a further drop in memory resolution with the addition of more items.

Secondly, there was an effect of serial position (a tone\'s order in a sequence) on precision of recall (global *p* \< .0001): It was 35% lower for the first item in the sequence (95% CI: 58% to 12%) compared to trials on which the last item in the sequence was probed ([Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), indicating a recency effect. Precision was 53% (95% CI: 76% to 30%) lower and 25% (95% CI: 43%) to 6%) lower for the third and second items in the sequence, respectively, compared to the last item. The unadjusted analysis shows that both factors, memory load and serial position, were significantly associated with precision.

We performed an adjusted analysis including both memory load and serial position in the model in order to assess the independent effects of both variables. In this model, the effect of memory load remained significant (*p* \< .0001; decline in precision of 39%) for load 2 compared to load 1 (95% CI: 60% to --18%; decline in precision of 63% from load 1 to load 4 (95% CI: 85% to 42%). However, the effect of serial position on precision was no longer significant (*p* = .18). The interaction effect was marginally significant (*p* = .07), suggesting that within a given memory load serial position has an influence on precision. Importantly, pitch-matching performance was significantly better than chance for every combination of serial order and memory load (*t*(10) \> 2.2, *p* \< 0.05).

![Precision of recall varies with total memory load and serial order.\
*Notes*: (A) Overall mean precision for every memory load. The plot shows how precision decreases with an increase in memory load (number of tones in the sequence). Errorbars represent one SEM. (B) Mean precision plotted against order in the sequence for different memory loads, denoted by different colors. Errorbars represent one SEM.](pcns4_12_f2){#F2}

A power function (*P α* *N^K^*) was fitted to the scaled (with respect to the precision of trials with only one tone) precision values, an analysis previously used for visual experiments ([@R4]; [@R15]). The function effectively quantifies the relation between the precision and the number of items (N) to be encoded. The value of *K* was estimated to be −0.53.

A probabilistic model to investigate the sources of error in pitch sequences {#s11}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

To examine sources of error contributing to performance, the distribution of responses was analyzed using a mixture model, as previously described for visual WM ([@R3]; [@R44]). Here we use a model which assumes that errors in memory recall can be decomposed into two separate components: (1) Responses centered at the probed tone (target tone) and (2) random responses (guessing) unrelated to the target. The first component can be captured by a Gaussian distribution centered at the target frequency and we modeled the second component describing random guesses as a uniform distribution across the range of one octave. A third component explaining confusion errors was not added to the mixture model as no peak was found around the non-target frequencies in the raw error histograms. The model is described as:

where ∊ is the error computed as in equation presented in the data analysis section; *N*(0, σ) is the normal distribution with zero mean and standard deviation of *σ; α* is the probability of reporting the correct target value and (1 -- *α*) is the proportion of all other responses, or random guessing in this model ([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Maximum likelihood estimates ([@R29]) of the parameter *α* were obtained separately for each subject and memory load in Experiment 1 using an expectation-maximization algorithm ([Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

As the number of tones in the sequence increased, responses centered on the target became increasingly variable, indicated by a significant increase in the standard deviation *σ* of their distribution across memory loads (global *p* \> \< .0001; increase in sigma of 39% from load 1 to load 2 (95% CI: 17% to 62%); increase in sigma of 106% from load 1 to load 4 (95% CI: 83% to 129%). But, importantly, there was no difference in the proportion of random responses (1 -- *α)* across memory loads (global *p* = .59).

The decrease in precision with memory load was therefore not due simply to increased guessing, but increased variability of representation of the probed (target) pitch in memory.

Memory precision depends on task relevance {#s12}
------------------------------------------

In contrast to Experiment 1 where all tones were equally likely to be probed and equally relevant to the task, we manipulated task relevance in Experiment 2: Subjects were informed which tone in the sequence was most likely to be probed by a visual cue prior to the onset of each pitch sequence ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This manipulation allowed us to study if the memory resource can be directed dynamically to a particular tone. A mixed effects multilevel analysis revealed a significant main effect of condition on precision (global *p* \< .0001). Precision was 5% (95% CI: 1% to 9%) *higher* in the valid and 5% (95% CI: −9% to −1%) *lower* in the invalid condition with respect to baseline. Thus, there was a significant gain for the valid cue compared to baseline and a significant cost for the invalid cue compared to baseline.

We also investigated, whether the relative benefit of the cue is dependent on a tone\'s serial position ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The fractional difference in precision (P) between the *valid* or *invalid* target (PT) and *baseline* (PB) conditions for each serial position in the sequence was computed, as in [@R15]:

The relative gain (positive values in [Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) was similar for the tones indicated by the *valid* cue at every serial position (*t*(14) \< .31, *p* \> .75). There was no significant difference between the relative cost (negative values) for the tones in the invalid condition at each serial position (*t*(14) \< 1.2, *p* \> .22). However, the relative gain was significantly different from the relative cost, when collapsing across serial positions (*t*(14) = 4.04, *p* \< .001). Thus, with improved precision for a cued item there was a corresponding decrease in precision for uncued items.

GENERAL DISCUSSION {#s13}
==================

To investigate the fidelity of auditory WM representations for pitch of pure tones played in sequences, we analyzed the precision with which listeners matched the pitch of a target tone, rather than asking them whether a tone was higher/lower, or same/different from such a target. An influential model, developed on the basis of change detection measures, assumes that our working memory capacity is limited to a fixed number of items, which has been estimated in auditory change detection tasks to be two items or less ([@R14]; [@R35]). Our results challenge this quantized account of WM and are better described by a shared resource model of WM.

![Probabilistic modeling of response distribution.\
*Notes*: (A) Error of subjects' responses. Subject responses were decomposed into two components, illustrated by the shaded regions. The first component (left panel) captures responses directed at the target as a Gaussian normal distribution centered on the target frequency. The second component (right panel) captures random responses unrelated to any of the test tone frequencies as a uniform distribution. (B) Model components for each memory load. The variability of responses is expressed by the parameter sigma (σ) describing the standard deviation from the actual target frequency. Fitted precision increased with an increase in the number of tones in the sequence (left panel). The proportion of random responses (guessing percentage) is constant across memory loads (right panel), also showing that the proportion of responses directed at the target does not decrease with an increase in memory load. Errorbars represent one SEM.](pcns4_12_f3){#F3}

![Prioritizing an item leads to better precision but at a cost for other items.\
*Notes*: (A) Precision for cued tones (blue) was significantly higher than baseline (pink). In the baseline condition, where the memory resource was equally distributed across all tones in the sequence, precision was significantly higher than in the non-cued condition (orange), resulting in a significant cost for probing non-cued tones. Errorbars represent one SEM. (B) The fractional difference in precision between the trials of the cued condition and the baseline condition for each tone in the sequence. There was a gain in memory precision for the cued tones (green) and a cost for the uncued tones (red), which were both observed at all serial positions.](pcns4_12_f4){#F4}

The shared resource model predicts that the more items that are held in memory, the less precisely each item can be recalled, as has been shown for visual WM ([@R1]; [@R4]; [@R3]; [@R15]; [@R42]; [@R45]). We demonstrated a clear decline in precision of WM as the number of tones in the sequence increased ([Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that memory capacity is in fact highly limited. Importantly, however, even adding a single tone to a previous tone held in memory was sufficient to produce a significant drop in precision ([Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Such a fall in WM precision cannot be explained on the basis of a fixed capacity model, which predicts optimal performance until the capacity limit is reached ([@R8]; [@R14]; [@R22]; [@R35]). We also observed that the pitch-matching performance remained significantly above chance for the highest memory load of four items. This result cannot be explained by a fixed capacity account either, which predicts a sharp drop in performance when the fixed limit is exceeded. However, both results are consistent with a resource model in which a limited resource has to be shared between items held in WM ([@R4]).

The shared resource model proposes that memory representations are noisy and the amount of noise varies with information load. To measure this amount of representational "noise" for pitch memory, we used the method of adjustment in the form of a pitch-matching paradigm. Although previous attempts have been made to obtain a "continuous" response measure for pitch with the method of constant stimuli (MOS), ([@R31], [@R32]), pitch matching by adjustment has several advantages over MOS. Instead of sampling tones from a predefined and therefore limited number of pitch values (frequencies), where the possible size of change between the test and probe stimulus defines potential stimulus properties, we aimed at obtaining a truly continuous response measure to allow precision to be better characterized.

Using the method of adjustment allowed us to sample from a wider range of stimuli than can be used with MOS, and allowed subjects to respond with any pitch within this range (and beyond). Pitch increments were sampled below the threshold for pitch discrimination. Consequently, a pitch adjustment of the probe tone can be made at any step along the continuum where a response is recorded. Measuring the pitch-matching performance using this method allows us to acquire very reliable estimates of the resolution of memory. Estimating the resolution with which information is stored, rather than assuming all-or-none storage, is crucial if we are to gain deeper insights into the mechanisms underlying WM.

A further methodological difference between the current study and previous work relates to the type of memory retrieval process tested. Pitch discrimination studies using change detection measures test for *recognition memory*, first introduced by [@R41]. Recognition memory can be considered to be a passive form of memory retrieval process ([@R7]; [@R27]). However, tasks other than change detection require the subject to reproduce or manipulate information held in WM. In our pitch-matching paradigm, subjects had to reproduce a tone from memory as accurately as possible. The memory retrieval process underpinning the reproduction of information may be different from simply recognizing whether information is present or absent.

In order to confirm that the increase in variability with memory load on this paradigm was not due to random guesses made by the subjects, we fitted a probabilistic mixture model to individual subjects' data ([@R4]; [@R44]). In this model, the variability due to random guesses was separated from the variability associated with noisy pitch representations in WM (responses to the target). The principles underlying the model ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) originated in several studies of visual WM ([@R3]; [@R13]; [@R15]; [@R44]; [@R45]). There was a significant increase in Gaussian variability in recall of the target tone frequency (described by the concentration parameter (*σ*) across memory loads, indicating that as the number of tones increases within a sequence, responses centered on the target become increasingly variable. Thus, as the amount of information held in auditory WM increases, the memory representation for each tone becomes noisier (expressed in a decrease in precision).

By contrast, the frequency of random responses was not different across memory loads, even for a number of items exceeded two (the supposed capacity limit for auditory WM). This finding is consistent with the principles of the resource model account applied previously to visual WM ([@R3]; [@R13]; [@R15]; [@R42]; [@R45]). In contrast, the fixed capacity model predicts that the addition of a further item above the maximum number of items that can be represented will produce an increase in random guesses. Our results did not show this.

Although the data was consistent with a resource model, our experiment was not designed to distinguish between different types of resource models, e.g., *equal precision model* and *variable precision model* ([@R25]; [@R39]). The equal precision model predicts that the resource is allocated evenly across all items, whereas the variable precision model predicts that the amount of resource an item receives varies randomly across items, trials and memory loads. Attempting to distinguish between these different types of resource models would be an important goal of future research.

Finally, WM performance depends on the ability to encode and maintain selected information most relevant to the task ([@R2]; McNab & Klingberg, 2007). Manipulating the factor of task relevance of different sequence positions by precueing, we found that precision was highest when the tone was most likely to be probed, relative to the neutral condition where each tone in the sequence was equally likely to be probed ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Enhancing the priority of a particular tone in the sequence thereby resulted in a clear benefit in precision, but came at a cost in precision for other tones, which were less likely to be probed, analogous to results for visual WM ([@R4]; [@R15]). These finding show working memory resources may be allocated flexibly according to priorities. Measuring the fidelity of auditory WM representations not only provides new insights into the dynamic nature of memory for pitch, but also shows unifying principles that exist across visual and auditory modalities.
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